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Under Strategic Defense Initiative Office (SDIO) sponsorship the Jut Propulsion Laboratory' is
dcvelopingv a ffight cxpennicifft to demonstrate advariced corntro". tec(hnologies for quieting
cryocooler tip vidbration inl three a.xes. The experiment is schedluled to fly as a4 small 15-watt
payload on the Spacc Tech-noiogy Research Vehicle (STRV-lb), at small EJnglish satellite
scheduled fo(r launch onl the Ariane-4 in late 1993. 'To meet strim~enit fiOWcr, A~eighit, and space
constraints, the experimeunt makes use of a tin): 1/5-watt 80)K Texas Instruments tactical Stirling
cooler. Two diffci-ent vibration-cancellation actuator tLalmliqneCS arc bcing deniursti ated: 1) an
applique ceiamic piezoelectric actuator set that is bonded to tht_ý coldlinger and stretches the
coldtingcr to c ancei tip mrilouo. and 2) aulilcca low vctg Teo~crir trainslatr ýel 11ti~

similarly caneles tip motion by moving thec entire cryocooler in thrvee axes. Motion of the
coldfiinger tip is measured in all three axes to 10 nanomneter accuracy using eddy-current
tranisduc.ers. 'Iwo tesof control systemis are also being demni~strated: 1) an adaptive feed-
forward divia' control system that Continually updates the harmonic content of' the steady-state
comman1lld signial to each a'ctuator to cancel the t, ) vibitaion, and 2) an analog control systemn that
u~cs a bandpass filme to traAk the drive signal and suppre:,Is it. EiAther control systemn cati be
used wi'th efihcr actuati r system.

INlROl UCTWON

It unconpipesatcd, the moving parts arfid pressureC pulses withinu the compressor at~d displaccr of
a Strlflitg-tvc he ervocou)(Alr (ea cincte considcia!1e- mtrW antijal vibration that can adversly affect
thec pcurtlot ic of' it pfcc -01 Sj'aUC-ScC1UlLL HI sti1111t ulen lls v ibrattliu l~io colu."IZA tii e ithe (t
transmiussion of v ittati ot forces ft in Oh mvic oue into thll 1instrutiorent via tthe coderv supports,

or viratoty Ition oI ilic tip oA the ci,-I)coA)ic ColtdfiilLCu reaive to the 111lsuteliv1t o0dca

bet ich t(lis latter c.ategiory\- -cold ITi tI2.)tOiol -1.. pat licularly Ittipourtitt lu1 apphKicariotrs where theC
d(ICIC0tO is directly t1"I'uttCdI to tiecolt' 9-ACold tip

bil C)l~St( 1L coo] s with atve vihittuou cut :*rol "Nsiscilt to tmniutliuiizlc thvjvel of ttatýýstnuired

\h ain mtt loicc 11 2,231 1 hmwevet, mt-uh k~:,:, cp ii"I" 11,ILCIO ý1leCd 011th 'Jellý- '1Ci~
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Thtre are two fundamental mani!estations of cold-tip vibratory motion: 1) mootion of the
coidfingef cold-tip relative to the base of the cold-finger, and 2) motion of the overall crxocooler
including the coldfinger. The largest component of the cold-tip relative motion is caused by
mechanical distortion of the cold finger caused by the large sinusoidal pressure variation
(typically around 300 psi peak-to-peak) that is output from the cryocooler compressor. This
cyclic pressure loading, which is fundamental to the StirlI:ng-cooler operation, results in the coid
finger undergoing cyclic elongation along its lomgitudinal axis, and can lead to lateral bending
of the cold finger if the wall thickness of Cie cold-finger is not uniform around its circum-
ference. The lateral motion is also amplified by the natural cantilever-bending-mode resonances
of the coldlmnger.

As shown in Fig. I , the resulting motion of the coldfinger tip is often on [ie ordei of on,. to two
microns in the longitudinal (Z) axis, and is somewhat less in the lateral (X,Y) directions [4].-
Notice the high level of fifth harmonic in the lateral vibration in Fi-. 1; this is caused by the
first lateral bending frequency of the co!dfinper being close to the fIfit harmonic of the 60-1IL
drivc signal. '!hus, the high frequency lateral response iP consideratly amplified by the lateral
modal respoise of the coldfinger.
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FLIGHT EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the JPL STI(V c' -ocooler vibration suppression experiment is to
demonstrate the applicability of pie7.o)electric niotion suppression technology to the problem of
cr-yocooler cold-tip motion suppression. In addition to gathering enigineering data on the
performance of' the unique control-system features, the experiment wxill also provide a flight-
heritage eiisuring that the technology has successfully dealt wit.* the important spacecraft
interface issues including launch survivability, tolerance to operating temiperatures, ENIl
compatibility, and radiation hardness: in short, successfully building a flight experiment
demonstrates that the technology' i's mature enough to fly. It is expected that the availability of
successful flight data will speed the adoption of these technologies by future applications, as
unexpected problems will already have been uncovered. Since a variety of techniques are being
demonustrated, comp~risons can be made between the techniques, and informed choices .;an be
made for future projects.

In addition to the: primary objectives for the experiment, there are also two secondary objectives:
one is to measure the vibration of the satellite re-sulting from the operation of the ervocooler;
the second is to provide a ci-yogenicly cooled environment for a two-pixel IR-detector experiment
mounted to the coldfinger tip. T'he IR experiment involves measuring the detector dark current
as a function of the integrated radiation exposure as the satellite passes through the Van Allen
belts. With the limited power of the STRV-lb satellite, the longest duration of continuous
cooling i,, likely to be a periou of a few days wheji ihec saitdilitc Is in ContinuoMIUS SUM.ii7ht.

SPACE TECHNOLOGY RESEARCH VEHICLE (STRV-la)

The STRV- lb is, a small 50-kg British Royal Aerospace Establishment (RLAE) satellite [5] being
designed to fly on a Frenchi Ariane-4, and will be placed into a geostationary transfer orbit that
involves passing through the Van Allen bells twice per 10.5-houi orbit. As, a resuit, the satellite
will receive approximately 100, k-rad/yr radiat~on .:xposure at the outside of its structure, and will
have a design life of one year.

Th'le sat'.!lite is about the size of a PC computer (480 X480 X400 mmn), is spin stabilize~d at 5
rpin, and uses a nutatiomi damper and a niagneCtor(qUe to maintain spin stahilization. Power,
which is extretnely limilted, is providLA 1by solar cells on the surface of' the satellite.
Temnperature control is tutirely passive-, wvith thec internal pa-loads designed to operate bc-tween
-50'C anmd 50'~C.

(..ommimunmcationls ar1c provided by th~e (AL f.Iroim Fartubo-ou, e will it acapability ci 125 hit'shsec
U1111nk. anld 1(00)0is/c dow"1lirik. D atit storage i,, imitedO to -10) khytcs of datit and 31J kbvtcs
Ui eCotumnatids.

'I lie mmmlmauc11d par i iatim (d OIL: eXperimenlt is all ):atud 1 .75 kg of tiiaiss Inl additioni to thec
(lt: totaIl 3111 SI R\ expiClimncmmIi 11ludcus ;ill Clectinomms tn'x uýImqtdiliitir, timec taldhkltý)ii

ijt)Ul, CPC ex C1 HinL alid 01Ce (:()()I(: Cloecirrmic. 'I Il, ciccIoJIllcl, hox is .lctc 1 75 1,P (A
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mass and 400 x 150 x 75 mm of space. The radiation exposure experiments are a chiip sized
radiation monitor, anl advanced IR detector., and a neural net chip. Thle STRV also contains a
European radiation-environmient monitor, a solar ceil technology experiment, laser reflectors.
and several technology items incorporated into the basic satellite design.

In one respect the STRV-1b satellite provides an ideal testhed for a hardware demonstration
because the demanding constraints of its environment should encompass most future applications
of vibration suppression techniology. There is very little power, space, weight, or data storage.
In addition, the thermal and radiation enviroami-nts are very severe.

CRYOCOOLER EXPERIMENTNMECHANICAL DESIGN

Figure 2 illustrates the hardware elements ot the experiment. These include:

"* Texas Instruments 1/5-watt 80K tactical Stirling cooler

"o Physik P-842. 10 lowv voltage piezo translators

"* 120' tubular segments of Vernitron PZTSH applique ceramic bonded to the coldfinger

"o Kaman SMIU 9200-15N eddy current displacement transducers

* L-ake Shore Cryotronics PT- Ill platinum thermiometers

"* Kistler 8692B35M I triaxial accelerometer

"* Assorted structural elements including thermal mounting plate, motor-mount truss,
titanium flexures, housing, housing bottom, and non-flight lid

1I he Texas Instruments 1/5-watt 80K tactical Stirling cooler is a back-to-back, dual-piston, linear-
Jrivv compressor with integral displacer mounted or-thogonal to the compressor pistoni axis-, this
balanced, dual-piston cuolci achieves a low vibration level bulovc 5 N.

Thlc coolcr weighis 380 gramns without electronics and is about 100 i~v h oi), I~ 40 min in
dianieter. lihe coldlminizf. is about 70 irm long and 6.35 mm in dialleIr. In v.; cxpcrimc.nt,
the coulet will be operated with a cold-tip temperature of 95 K; this will -N ejj hie be-.''; 3.7/'i
and 5.75 watts Of inp)ut power, deperiding on the hcatsiolk tuniperaturebe .c -32)C arni
50'C. The coohic is not des'gncd to operate at heatsink tuncmmr,,turcs be -32 0 C.

I1'ici(uelcctvic Actuator 2i'n

'I wo di! ci cii %.ibirAHl L)f l C CsvidlZt iou atAuatol tChA )RLC ;11Cu~ Ilc b. '. dimu1imtd i tiý

Cxpc:lilCi t ~If ) al appliquiC C(:ralill piclc/0d12 tf 1C .ctu ior St thait is llMriiicd i1 the culdtimil'.c iind
StiCichie'ý JRc C0idI ,rigCm ( Cto A:LU t i itl itid 2) 3mrm rIW loW UQýag icoIe.
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fabricating and using the applique ceramics was developed as part of the flight experiment.

The ceramic length (25.4 11m), thicliatss (1 ram), voltage (500 volts), and material (Vernitron's
PZTSH) wer,. selected to optimize the anplique performance. The ceramic tube is cut into three
parts using a diamond sawv, and is bondcd to the coldfingcr using Ilysol 9396. The bond line
thickness is 0.0254 mm and is maintained with glass fiber threads uniformly wrapped around
the coldfinger. During the bonding process, the specimen is clamped along its entire length
between two precision-machined circular clamps. The clamp is designed to leave just enough
room for the cerz "Ic and bond-line without causing deformation. The coldfinger is also
pressurized to 68 atm and raised to 93°C throughout the 1-hour bonding process. Conducting
the bonding operation while pressurized a'rd heated preloads the ceramic in compression upon
cooling; this helps ensure that the ceramic will not be placed in tension during normal operation.

In the second piezoelectric actuation teclhique, three Physik P-842. 10 low voltage piezo
translators are used to move the entire cooler to cancel the tip motion. These piezos ace
designed to move 18 >m at 120 volts, but are being operated at 32 volts to provide 4.8 jim of
motion. The actuators have been preloaded to 450 N to prevent the translators from
experiencing tension during launch. The capacitance of these actuators is 1.8 jiF, and the power
consumption is expected to be about 0.1 watts per actuator.

F-Ady-Current Motion Sensiag

To provide the necessary co!d-tip motion feedback to the control system, motion of the
coldfinger tip is measured in all three axes to 10 nanometer accuracy using eddy-current
transducers. The Karnan SMU 9200-15N eddy-current transducers are a non-contacting method
of precisely measuring the distance between an aluminum target attached to the coldfinger tip
and the cryocooler experiment structural housing. The units have the additional advantage that
their signal processing electronics are very small (about 5 cm by 5 cm of board space) and
consume very litt!e power (about 0.1 watts/channel). Although some penalty in sensitivity was
accruea, i:.. ditance between the eddy-current transducer and the target was opened up to 0.5
mm to maintain sufficient clearance fo" hunch. More clearance would be needed if the support
structure was not as stiff as it is. The cooler supports (inciudirig the piezo translators) are
designed to maintain the first-mod{, resonance above 400 1Iz.

In another aspect of the transducer selection and operation, there was initially concern that the
eddy-current electronics would sulter degradation due to the severe radiation environrint-tl.
Subsequent testing revealed significant shifts iM the DC measureme-nt over the radiation range
expected in flight. Hlowever, the AC gain of the device was nut sensitive to radia'tion. As a
result of these tests, and to increase tolerance to diflecntial thermal expansion motion, the cdoy-
current transducers were AC coupled for this application.

Thermal and Vibration listrumnicntatiOn

"Yo iticasuine the tWinp2iatuic ol the coidtingerc and tIte l(I icatsiuk, lakc ShliC 0(e vot tonics P ll-111
phlaitiuni h thclllliCt o rir were selected ba;Cd on It hiir Lood radi:tion resitanMc 11 (0'.st C i l
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electronics were developed to operate the thermometeis in pulse mode so that current will only
be applied to the thereto neters when measurements ae being made.

Finally, a Kistler 8692B5M1 triaxial accelerometer was selected to measure the very small
acceleration levels associated with the cuoler vibration. The expected vibration force--of the
order of 5 N--will move the 50 kg spacecraft approximately 0.01 g at the cooler drive frequency
of 60 Htz. The accelerometer was selected based on its good sensitivity and low power
consumption. Again, custom electronics were developed to operate the accelerometers in the
STRV environment.

VIBRATION SUPPRESSION ELECTRONICS

Two types of control systems are being demonstrated in the STRV vibration suppression
experiment: 1) an adaptive feed-forward digital control system that continually updates the
harmonic content of the steady-state command signal to each actuator to cancel the tip vibration,
and 2) an analog control system that uses a bandpass filter to track the motion signal and
suppress it. Either control system can be used with either of the above two piezoelectric
actuator systems. A block diagram of the overall experiment electronics is presented in Fig. 3.
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Digiw2 A.;,lptive Feed-forward Control

The three-axis, digital adaptive feed-forward control system is based on the control of four signal
generators: one 80-point digital waveforn generator outputs a sinusoid to the cooler at the
fundamental 60-i-Iz cooler drive frequency; the other three 80-point wavelorn generators output
harmonic wavefonns of the drive frequency to the piezo actuators and arc adjusted to exactly
cancel the cold-ti!; motion. The central processor unit (CPU) is used to setup the waveforms
initially, and to update the waveforms to reflect gradual changes in the cooler transfer functions
over time (approx. 1/3 second per update).

At the start of cryocooler operation, the waveform buffers are loaded with arbitrary sinusoidal
command signals, and the change in the cold-tip displacement signals is measured. This
provides the transfer function between the cooler drive electronics and the resulting cryocooler
cold-tip motion. '1lie resulting system of equations iF then solved for the command signals that
will cancel the vibration. From this point on, the system continuously updates the transfer
functions and the command signals to cancel the tip motion. Corrmctions are always made one
channel at a time. This allows the effect of the chauge on the three eddy-current transducers
to be isolated.

Once underway, the CPU is not directly involved in operating the wavcfonn generators. The
waveform generator frolt'-cnd i.....n.ouosy outputs wa'efrm cri,,-,,, .h... •..r buffers.
This is done using direct memory access (DMA) from the CPU to avoid bus contention between
the four channel waveform p-nerator and the CPU. Internally the memory is double buffered.
One buffer is aczessud by tL 1 )'MA while the other buffer is accessed by the CPU. Switching
between buffers is conmandtK )y the CPU and occurs on the next frame boundary.

To drive the cooler and actuators, a programmable clock cycles through the data, converting the
digital waveforms to volts with a i2-bit digital-to-analog convertor (DAC). The DAC output
is demultiplexed and held with a sample-and-hold. The four sample-and-hold signals are filtered
and amplified to drive the cooler and the vibration-suppression actuators. This electronics is
illustrated on the right side of Figure 3.

To obtain the motion feedback signal, three eddy-current transducers are multiplexed and held
for the ADC by a sainple-and-hold. Again, access io the bus is managed using DMA to avoid
bus contention. Also, the input data is double buffered in the same manner as the output data.
Both the input and output buffers switch together, with one command, to keep the data
synchronized.

The software extracts drive-ha~mollic amplitudes from the cady-cuiient signals using a curve-
fitting procedure based on Equation 1. This deceptively normal-looking set of definitions hides
the basic difference between a lannonic analysis and a gcneral lourici analysis- Normally there
is no period, X, for the signal to repeat, and the length of acquired data is arbitrary. In a
harmonic analysis, time' length of data acquired, t,I. is oinc period, N,. ' is the tiue bctwccn
sarples and n,, is the number of points in cho buffeCr. II the STRV cc,1 n,. = 80 (10 points oi
8 lharmiionics)), X 1/60 sccoids,I 1 1/4800 secoids (60 111. y 10 pi nrt x 8 11 ý,io r ics).
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signal(t) - S sin(-=t) Cm Cos( t)
"iiI nb T nbT

2 b 21x inSM = sin(- i) signal(iT) mi= 1, 2, 8 (1)
rlb '-1l ?b -

"C.. Cos( 22nm i) signal(iT) mi 1, 2, 8n b 8-1 n ?b

Once the harmonic drive amplitude.Q b!ve been determined using Equation 1, the change in the
eddy-current signal (D,) from the previous time is calculated, and the ratio of the change in
eddy-current signal to the change in command signal (C1) is calculated. This is done using
Equation 2.

3 Dk A ADk _ (C (k) * i Sn(k)) - (Co(k) i So(k))
a~ c , A c . C ,( /') , i S ý ( 2 )AC +.)i~j (2)

[(C,(k) -- Co,(k))CcQ - (Sr(k) - So(k)) S,()] + i [(S (k) - So(k)) C,() - (Cq(k)-Co(k)) S A]
C j()2 + s J)2

In Equation 2, the subszript n means now, o means old, and c means command. Ihe partial
derivatives derived in the above process are next entered into Equation 3:

c3D 1  c3D 1  c3D 11

a1 c C2 3 C3
ADI aaD. a 3D IACl
AD2j 4 C• 2 C, aC2 A C3 2 (3

{AD 3} -C C3jA C3) 3
6D 3  oD 3  3D3

1 ac 2 I C3J

By inverting the mati iX, Equation 3 is solved for the change in command signal needed to cancel
the measured cddy-cuncnt displacement:;. Only one command is solved for at a tune, using
Cramcr's nile. If more than Gcm coninitnd is updated, it is n10t IMssjh: It 10ci hIt lN W Iich paIr
of the change is caused by which command.
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Analog Control

To assess the relative advantages of digital and analog vibration control systems, the STRV
experiment also includes an analog cold-tip motion control system based upon feeding back the
eddy-current signals to adjust the command voltages to cancel the cold-tip displace-taents.

The feedback-system parameters are derived empirically, based upon measured properties of the
complete cooler system. This is done by commanding a voltage on each command line, and
measuring the resulting eddy-current displacements. This provides the parameters for a system
of equations, similar to Equation 3 above, that can be inverted to provide the resulting
coefficients for the analog circuit.

Unfortunately the equations for the ceramic appliques are not the same as for the piezo
translators. For this reason, the control system must switch between the two systems of
equations, depending on the actuators being used.

In order for the analog system to remain stable, the frequency content of the closed-loop circuit
must be limited. The first structural flexibility of the system is expected to be the lateral
bending of the coldfinger around 300 Hz. The next highest mode is a 420-Hz bounce mode
where the cryocooler bounces on the translators. Around these frequencies the phase of the eddy
cunent displacement will change significantly from the rigid-body response characteristic that
predominates near the 60-Hz cooler drive frequcyo.c. AN a irult, tie Cot.ol • -,Sy.stc .must Vb
carefully designed to avoid instabilities at these frequencies.

Initial attempts to use a simple cutoff filter to achieve the necessary stability margin were
unsuiccessful. As a result, the final system design uses a sysetem of tracking filters tuned to the
drive frequency. These are implemented with switched-capacitor filters driven from the digital
programmable clock.

Cryocooler Drive Electronics

During operation, the electrical drive of the cryocooler compressor is aiso controlled by the
digital controller electronics; this guarantees frequency and phase locking between the two
systems. The cryocooler drive cont,-, includes closed-loop control of the cold-tip temperature,
and closed-loop control of the r .lcr di iý , Crcqucncy to obtain iiaximum drive motor efficiency.
"This maximurm motor effici.Ancy is itchic, ed if the ciyocoolcr is operated at its mechanical
resonant frequency, which also (,orresp, .ds to the point wheec the cooler drive current and
voltage are in phase tunity power fact(

Based upon cold-tip and hear-sink LCHIperature measurements, the temperature controller works
on a simple dead-band principle whereby two tcmperature limits (e.g., 94.75 K to 95.25 K) are
established. Whcn the coldfinger temperature is above the high limit, 95.25 K, the coolhr drive
voltage is increased slightly to drive tht temperature down; when the coldfinger temperature is
below the lower limit, 94.75 K, the cooler di ivc voltauc is decreased slightly, allowing the
tciipcrature to increasc. Prcci:c control is ii Ti needcd in this applicatiOn.
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In addition to the temperature measurements, the current going tc the cryocooler is measured
to establish the phase angle between the current and the voltagc. Equation 1 is used to curve

fit the current to calculate the phase angle. When the phase angles are the same, the drive
frequency is on resonance. During operation, the current and voltage at digital frequencies on
either side of the nominal 60-1Hz frequency are used to update the drive frequency and bring the
cooler back into resonance. TLe drive frequency is changed by the progranmmable clock in the
flow diagram in Figure 3.

The frequency controller takes advantage of the rapid change in phase angle compared to the
change in temperature. Frequency tables provide a starting point, and give changes to be
applied for heatsink variations.

SUMMARY

STRV-lb offers an interesting opportunity to test state-of-the-art piezoelectric adaptive control
technologies in orbit. The many challciig-s associated with STRV, e.g., a maximum of 20 watts
of power, poor thermal control, very little available weight, and a high radiation environment,
have led to a number of innovative developments that should be useful for future applications.

Two types of controi-system drive acttmtnrs bhve been develoned and are beinrg contrasted: an
applique ceramic applied directly to the coldfinger, and piezo translators supporting the entire
cooler. New, non-contacting, low-wattage, low-profile eddy-current transducers are being used
to measure the cryocooler cold-lip displacement amplitudes.

Two types of control systems are also being conr-asted: a fully adaptive digital control s,'stem
that controls both the cryocooier and the vibration suppression, and an analog controller that uses
a tracking filter to suppress the fundamental drive frequency. Either control system can operate
either type of actuator. This redundancy provides some protection against total loss of the
experiment due to single-point failures; however, several single-point failures do exist in the
experiment (e.g., loss of the CPU).

The digital control concept developed here is applicable to a wide variety of vibration suppres-
sion hard\kare. Force cancellation, or dual drive coils, could easily be accommrnodated within
the spme control systein.
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